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Abstract. The task of (monolingual) text alignment consists in finding
similar text fragments between two given documents. It has applications
in plagiarism detection, detection of text reuse, author identification, au-
thoring aid, and information retrieval, to mention only a few. We describe
our approach to the text alignment subtask of the plagiarism detection
competition at PAN 2014, which resulted in the best-performing sys-
tem at the PAN 2014 competition and outperforms the best-performing
system of the PAN 2013 competition by the cumulative evaluation mea-
sure Plagdet. Our method relies on a sentence similarity measure based
on a tf-idf-like weighting scheme that permits us to consider stopwords
without increasing the rate of false positives. We introduce a recursive
algorithm to extend the ranges of matching sentences to maximal length
passages. We also introduce a novel filtering method to resolve overlap-
ping plagiarism cases. Our system is available as open source.

1 Introduction

Plagiarism detection, and more generally, text reuse detection, has become a hot
research topic given the increasing amount of information being produced as the
result of easy access to the Web, large databases and telecommunication in gen-
eral, which poses a serious problem for publishers, researchers, and educational
institutions [8]. Plagiarism detection techniques are also useful in applications
such as content authoring systems, which offer fast and simple means for adding
and editing content and where avoiding content duplication is desired [1]. Hence,
detecting text reuse has become imperative in such contexts.

Our approach outperforms the best-performing systems of both PAN 2013
[14] and PAN 2014 [13] competitions. PAN1 is a CLEF Lab on uncovering pla-
giarism, authorship, and social software misuse. In 2013 and 2014, the PAN
competition consisted of three tasks: plagiarism detection, author verification,
and author profiling. The plagiarism detection task was divided into source re-
trieval and text alignment subtasks. In the text alignment subtask, the systems
were required to identify all contiguous maximal-length passages of reused text
between a given pair of documents. At the PAN 2014 competition, our approach

1 http://pan.webis.de



showed the best result out of ten participating systems. Our system is available
open source.2

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the general
steps to build a text alignment model with some related work, and the main
problems to solve when building one. Section 3 describes in detail our approach.
Section 4 discusses the experimental experiments. Finally, Section 5 gives con-
clusions and future work.

2 Text Alignment

The text alignment task consists in the following: given a pair of documents,
to identify contiguous passages of reused text between them. Most of the text
alignment models follow a three-step approach: seeding, extension, and filter-
ing [13]. The first step consists in finding relations (so-called “seeds”) between
features extracted from the documents. At this stage, it is important to deter-
mine which type of features to use and what kind of relation to look for. For
example, the features could be word n-grams with several implementations like
Context n-grams [9,16–18], Context skip n-gram [18], Stopwords n-grams [16,17]
and Named entity n-grams [16]; all of them looking for exact match. In our ap-
proach, we extracted sentences and compared them in a Vector Space Model
(VSM) using the cosine similarity alike [6]. We also used the Dice coefficient
as in [7] given that this measure look for a basic and equal distributions of the
terms in the passages to compare.

Taking into account only the seeds extracted, some passages that do not show
high similarity but are part of a plagiarism case could be missed. This due to the
presence of noise and also because a specific type of feature or similarity measure
does not necessarily identify all possible types of obfuscation techniques.3

Accordingly, the extension step consists in joining these seeds into larger
fragments. This is the core of a text alignment model. The basic idea here is to
cluster together nearby seeds. A plagiarism case will be defined by the edges of
a cluster: if we draw a rectangle around the cluster, the plagiarism case is the
fragment of text in the suspicious document and its corresponding counterpart
in the source document, as shown in Fig. 1. Defining a cluster by its edges and
not as a set of seeds allows for small gaps in the range of seeds that can be
part of the plagiarism case even if our seeding process did not detect them; for
example, see cluster 1 in the figure.

However, the greater the distance allowed between seeds in a cluster, the
greater the probability of including passages that do not really belong to the
plagiarism case. Measuring the quality of a plagiarism case includes computing
the similarity between the two fragments of text. Thus, the challenge for an ex-
tension algorithm is to find a balance between the dispersion in a clusters and

2 http://www.gelbukh.com/plagiarism-detection/PAN-2014
3 Obfuscation techniques refers to the changes done to the plagiarized passages like

sentence reordering, changing words with synonyms, using summaries, among others.



Fig. 1. Clusters obtained after the extension step. The fragments of text (ranges of
sentences) corresponding to cluster 2 are shown

the similarity of the fragments of text this cluster correlates. A problem that
arises in finding this balance in our approach is that the sentences do not neces-
sarily have the same length, so a distance good for one cluster is not necessarily
good for another cluster given the resulting similarity between the fragments of
text. Therefore, balancing should be done for each cluster independently after
the initial iteration of clustering is done.

Another important problem when building an extension method is to deter-
mine what type of measure of distance should be used, and this is not a trivial
problem. From the dots in Fig. 1, it is expected to have clusters such as those
represented, which relate a fragment of text in the suspicious document with a
fragment of text in the source document. However, a Euclidean distance clus-
tering algorithm as in [9] will fail to detect cluster 2, because two of its points
are far from the rest of the group using this distance. These seeds in cluster 2
represent just a reordering of sentences: for instance, changing the last sentence
in the source document to the first one in the suspicious document. Another way
to compute distance could be using a function that returns the minimum dis-
tance in either dimension. This would result in correct detection of cluster 2, but
also would join together clusters 2 and 5, because they are close on the source
document axis. Given that the two measures mentioned above compute the dis-
tance taking into account both dimensions at the same time. We used a method
that computes the distance in one dimension at a time, alternating between
them until no more division is needed. Several participants used algorithms in
this direction taking into consideration the distance in character [7, 16–18] or
sentences [6].

The final step in the text alignment task is responsible for filtering out those
clusters that do not meet certain criteria. Usually this includes removing too



Table 1. Main ideas used in the systems participating in PAN 2012 and 2013

Stage Method [6] [18] [17] [16] [9] [7] Our

Preprocessing

Special character removal + – – – – – +
Number removal – – – – + – –
Stopword removal + + – – – – –
Case folding + + + + + – +
Stemming + + – – + – +

Seeding

Bag of words + – – – – + +
Context n-grams – + + + + – –
Context skip n-grams – + – – – – –
Stopword n-grams – – + + – – –
Named entity n-grams – – – + – – –

Extension

Bilateral Alternating Sorting + – – – – – –
Distance between seeds + + + + – + +
Euclidean distance clusters – – – – + – –
Extension with multiple features – + – + – – –

Filtering

Passage similarity + – – – – – +
Small passage removal – + + – + – +
Overlapping removal – – + + – – +
Nearby passage joining – – – + – – –

short plagiarism cases or treating overlapping cases. The main problem we found
using the PAN 2013 training corpus was that some plagiarism cases are contained
inside larger cases in any of the two sides. To solve this problem we introduced a
measure of quality that compares overlapped cases, to decide which one to keep
and which one to discard.

Finally, given that the three-step model for text alignment uses many pa-
rameters, it is impossible to find one optimal setting for all types of obfuscation.
Therefore, the model should be adaptive: it should use heuristics to decide which
type of obfuscation it deals with in a given document and choose the correspond-
ing settings optimized for each type of obfuscation.

Table 1 summarizes the main ideas employed by the systems participating
in PAN 2012 and 2013 [4, 6, 7, 9, 16–18], classified by the four main stages of a
typical alignment process as suggested in [14].

3 Our Approach

We describe our approach using the three-steps model: seeding, extension, and
filtering. Before these steps, we pre-process the documents applying sentence
splitting and tokenization, removing all tokens (“words”) that do not start in a
letter or digit, reducing all letters to lowercase, applying stemming, and joining
small sentences (shorter than minsentlen = 3 words) with the next one (if the
new joint “sentence” was still small, we join it with the next one, etc.). In the
following sections, we describe our processes of seeding, extension, and filtering.



3.1 Seeding

Given a suspicious document and a source document, the task of the seeding
stage is to construct a large set S of short similar passages called seeds. Each
seed is a pair that consists of a small fragment of the suspicious document and
a small fragment of the source document that are in some sense similar. In our
case, the fragments to form the pairs were sentences, which may be joined as
described above. Constructing these pairs required to measure similarity between
sentence vectors, for which we had to choose a weighting scheme.

To measure the similarity between two sentences, we represented individual
sentences with a tf-idf vector space model (VSM), as if each sentence were, in
terminology of VSM, a separate “document” and all sentences in the pair of
original document formed a “document collection.” The idf measure calculated
in this way is called isf measure (inverse sentence frequency) to emphasize that
it is calculated over sentences as units and not documents:

tf (t, s) = f (t, s) ,

isf (t,D) = log
|D|

|{s ∈ D : t ∈ s}|
,

w (t, s) = tf (t, s)× isf (t,D) ,

where for term frequency tf(t, s) we simply used the number of occurrences
f(t, s) of the term t in the sentence s; D is the set of all sentences in both given
documents, and w(t, s) is the final weight of a term t of the sentence s in our
VSM representation.

After we defined the weighting scheme and transformed all sentences into vec-
tors in both documents we compared each sentence in the suspicious document
to each sentence in the source document.

Now we construct the desired set S as

S = {(i, j) | cos (suspi, srcj) > mincos ∧ dice (suspi, srcj) > mindice} ,

where the two sentences are represented as vectors, cos is the cosine similarity,
dice is the Dice coefficient:

cos (suspi, srcj) =
suspi · srcj
|suspi| × |srcj |

,

dice (suspi, srcj) =
2 |δ (suspi) ∩ δ (srcj)|
|δ (suspi)|+ |δ (srcj)|

,

δ(x) is the set of non-zero coordinates of a vector x, |∗| is the Euclidean length
of a vector or the cardinality of a set, respectively, and mincos and mindice are
some thresholds determined experimentally.

3.2 Extension

Given the set of seeds S, defined as the pairs (i, j) of similar sentences, the task of
the extension stage is to form larger text fragments that are similar between two



documents. For this, the sentences i are joint into maximal contiguous fragments
of the suspicious document and sentences j into maximal contiguous fragments
of the source document, so that those large fragments be still similar.

We divide the extension process into two steps: (1) Clustering and (2) Vali-
dation. In the clustering step we create text fragments grouping seeds that are
not separated by more than a maxgap number of sentences. In our implemen-
tation, an easier way to proceed is to sort and cluster the set of seeds by i (left
or suspicious document) such that in − in+1 ≤ maxgap. Then, for each of the
resulting clusters, sort and cluster by j (right or source document), and thereby
alternate by i and j until no new clusters are formed. Each cluster should have
at least minsize seeds or will be discarded. Since we use the parameter maxgap
to cluster seeds into larger text fragments, some sentences in these fragment
may have no similarity to any of the sentences in the corresponding fragment.
Therefore in order to avoid adding to much noise in the clustering step we val-
idate that the similarity between the text fragments of the remaining clusters
exceed some threshold. If the similarity is less than the given threshold we apply
the extension stage using maxgap− 1 for this particular cluster. We will reduce
maxgap at most to a min maxgap value. If the min maxgap value is reached
and the validation condition is not met then the cluster is discarded.

A text fragment is defined as the collection of all the sentences comprised in
the seeds of a particular cluster. Given a cluster integrated by seeds of the form
(i, j), then the text fragment in the suspicious document Fsusp is the collection
of all the sentences from the smallest i to the largest i in the cluster, similarly
the corresponding text fragment in the source document Fsrc is the collection of
all the sentences from the smallest j to the largest j in the cluster.

We measured the similarity between text fragments Fsusp and Fsrc computing
the cosine between theirs vectors:

similarity (Fsusp, Fsrc) = cos

 ∑
v∈Fsusp

v,
∑

v∈Fsrc

v

 ,

where the vector representation of the fragments is done adding together the
vectors corresponding to all sentences of Fsusp and Fsrc respectively.

For details of our method, see Algorithm 1. The variable side indicates by
which side the pairs are clustered: +1 means clustering by sentences of the
suspicious document (i) and −1, by sentences of the source document (j).
The output of the Extension stage is a set of pairs of similar text fragments
{(Fsusp, Fsrc) , . . . } taken from the resulting clusters.

3.3 Filtering

Given the set {(Fsusp, Fsrc) , . . . } of plagiarism cases, the task of the filtering
stage is to improve precision (at the expense of recall) by removing some “bad”
plagiarism cases. We did the filtering in two stages: first, we resolved overlapping
fragments; then, we removed too short fragments (in what follows we only refer



Algorithm 1: Extension algorithm

const minsize, minsim
Function extension(seeds,maxgap)

1 clusters← clustering(seeds,maxgap,+1)
2 clusters← validation(clus,maxgap)
3 return clusters

Function clustering(seeds,maxgap, side)
1 clusters← clusters of seeds such that in each cluster, side-hand sentences

form in the document fragments with at most maxgap-sentence gaps
2 discard all c ∈ clusters such that |c| < minsize
3 if |clusters| ≤ 1 then
4 return clusters

else
5 result← ∅
6 foreach c ∈ clusters do
7 result← result ∪ clustering(c,maxgap,−side)
8 return result

Function validation(clusters,maxgap)
1 result← ∅
2 foreach c ∈ clusters do
3 if similarity(Fsusp(c), Fsrc(c)) < minsim then
4 if maxgap > min maxgap then
5 result← result ∪ extension(c,maxgap− 1)

else
6 result← result ∪ { c }
7 return result

to fragments that represent plagiarism cases, not to arbitrary fragments of the
documents).

Resolving overlapping cases. We call two plagiarism cases
(
F

′

susp, F
′

src

)
and

(
F

′′

susp, F
′′

src

)
overlapping if the fragments F

′

susp and F
′′

susp share (in the

suspicious document) at least one sentence. We assume that the same source
fragment can be used several times in a suspicious document, but not vice versa:
each sentence can be plagiarized from only one source and thus can only be-
long to one plagiarism case. To simplify things, instead of re-assigning only the
overlapping parts, we simply discarded whole cases that overlapped with other
cases. Specifically, we used the following algorithm:

1. While exists a case P (“pivot”) that overlaps with some other case
(a) Denote Ψ (P ) be the set of cases Q 6= P overlapping with P
(b) For each Q ∈ Ψ (P ), compute the quality qQ (P ) and qP (Q); see (1)
(c) Find the maximum value among all obtained qy (x)
(d) Discard all cases in Ψ (P ) ∪ {P} except the found x
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Output case A Output case B

no yes

Fig. 2. Adaptive behavior

In our implementation, at the first step we always used the first case from the
beginning of the suspicious document. We compute the quality function qy (x) of
the case x with respect to an overlapping case y as follows. The overlapping cases
x =

(
F x
susp, F

x
src

)
and y =

(
F y
susp, F

y
src

)
are pairs of corresponding fragments.

Let O = F x
susp ∩ F y

susp be the overlap and N = F x
susp/O be the non-overlapping

part. Then the quality

qy (x) = simFx
src

(O) +
(
1− simFx

src
(O)
)
× simFx

src
(N) , (1)

where sim is a non-symmetric similarity of a fragment Fsusp (in the suspicious
document) to a reference fragment Fsrc (in the source document):

simFsrc
(Fsusp) =

1

|Fsusp|
∑

s∈Fsusp

max
r∈Fsrc

(cos (s, r)) .

Formula (1) combines the similarity of the overlapping part and of the non-
overlapping part of suspicious fragment to the source counterpart.

Removing small cases. We also discard the plagiarism cases that relate too
small fragments: if either suspicious or source fragment of a case has the length
in characters less than minplaglen, then the case is discarded.



Table 2. Our results on PAN 2013 training corpus

Obfuscation
PAN 2013 training corpus PAN 2013 test corpus

Plagdet Recall Precision Granul. Plagdet Recall Precision Granul.

None 0.8938 0.9782 0.8228 1.0000 0.9003 0.9785 0.8336 1.0000
Random 0.8886 0.8581 0.9213 1.0000 0.8841 0.8606 0.9101 1.0008
Translation 0.8839 0.8902 0.8777 1.0000 0.8865 0.8895 0.8846 1.0008
Summary 0.5772 0.4247 0.9941 1.0434 0.5607 0.4127 0.9991 1.0588
Entire 0.8773 0.8799 0.8774 1.0021 0.8781 0.8790 0.8816 1.0034

3.4 Adaptive behavior

At PAN-2014, the methods were evaluated on four different corpora: no obfus-
cation, random obfuscation, translation obfuscation, and summary obfuscation,
the final result being averaged over those four corpora. We observed that the
optimal parameters of our method are different for such different types of plagia-
rism. Therefore, we introduce adaptive selection of parameters: we detect which
type of plagiarism case we are likely dealing with in each specific document pair,
and adjust the parameters to the optimal set for this specific type.

Our implementation of this approach is shown in Fig. 2. After initial prepro-
cessing and seeding, we applied the same processes twice, with different maxgap
values: one value that we found to be best for the summary obfuscation sub-
corpus (variant B) and one that was best for the other three corpora (variant
A). After we obtain the plagiarism cases using these two different settings, we
decide whether those cases are likely to represent summary obfuscation or not,
judging by the relative length of the suggested suspicious fragments with respect
to the source fragments, and depending on this, choose to output the results of
one of the two variants. Our results at PAN-2014 were obtained with:

mincos = 0.33 minsim = 0.4 minsize = 1 minsentlen = 3

mindice = 0.33 minplaglen = 150 min maxgap = 2

We used equal values for mincos and mindice; however, later we obtained better
results (not reported here) when their values were different.

Specifically, the decision is made based on the variables srclen and susplen,
which correspond to the total length of all passages, in characters, in the source
document and the suspicious document, respectively: when susplen is much
smaller than srclen, then we are likely dealing with summary obfuscation.

4 Experimental Results

The evaluation framework for plagiarism detection referring to the Precision, Re-
call, Granularity and Plagdet measures on this specific task was introduced by
Potthast in [15]. We trained our system using the corpus provided for PAN 2014
competition (pan13-text-alignment-training-corpus-2013-01-21) [13]. We also eval-
uated our model on the test corpus of PAN 2013 (pan13-text-alignment-test-
corpus2-2013-01-21) in order to compare our approach with existing approaches.



Table 3. Comparative results according to the Plagdet measure on PAN 2013 test
corpus. Performance of the systems was published in [14]

Team Year Entire corpus None Random Translation Summary

Sanchez-Perez (our) – 0.8781 0.9003 0.8841 0.8865 0.5607
Torrejón 2013 0.8222 0.9258 0.7471 0.8511 0.3413
Kong 2013 0.8189 0.8274 0.8228 0.8518 0.4339
Suchomel 2013 0.7448 0.8176 0.7527 0.6754 0.6101
Saremi 2013 0.6991 0.8496 0.6566 0.7090 0.1111
Shrestha 2013 0.6955 0.8936 0.6671 0.6271 0.1186
Palkovskii 2013 0.6152 0.8243 0.4995 0.6069 0.0994
Nourian 2013 0.5771 0.9013 0.3507 0.4386 0.1153
Baseline 2013 0.4219 0.9340 0.0712 0.1063 0.0446
Gillam 2013 0.4005 0.8588 0.0419 0.0122 0.0021
Jayapal 2013 0.2708 0.3878 0.1814 0.1818 0.0594

Table 2 shows our results on the training corpus of PAN 2014, which was the
same as the training corpus of PAN 2013, and on the test corpus of PAN 2013.
Table 3 compares our results using the cumulative Plagdet measure with those
of the systems submitted to PAN 2013. Column shows the system results on
each sub-corpus built using different types of obfuscation.

We experimented with each one of our improvements separately and verified
that they do boost the cumulative Plagdet measure. Both the use of the tf-
isf measure and our recursive extension algorithm considerably improved recall
without a noticeable detriment to precision. On the other hand, resolution of
overlapping cases improved precision without considerably affecting recall. Fi-
nally, the dynamic adjustment of the gap size improved Plagdet on the summary
sub-corpus by 35%, without considerably affecting other corpora.

We participate in the Text Alignment task of the PAN 2014 Lab outper-
forming all 10 participants as shown in Table 4. The official results showed that
recall is the measure where we excel but need to improve the precision of the
model by identifying and adjusting to other types of obfuscation rather than
just summary obfuscation. Regarding the system runtime, even our goal is not
aiming at efficiency, out software performed at an average level.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have described our approach to the task of text alignment in the context
of PAN 2014 competition, with which our system showed the best result of ten
participating systems, as well as outperformed the state-of-art systems that par-
ticipated in PAN 2013 on the corresponding corpus [14]. Our system is available
open source.

Our main contributions are: (1) the use of the tf-isf (inverse sentence fre-
quency) measure for “soft” removal of stopwords instead of using a predefined
stopword list; (2) a recursive extension algorithm, which allows to dynamically
adjust the tolerance of the algorithm to gaps in the fragments that constitute



Table 4. PAN 2014 official results reported in [13] using TIRA [5]

Team PlagDet Recall Precision Granularity Runtime

Sanchez-Perez (our) 0.8781 0.8790 0.8816 1.0034 00:25:35
Oberreuter 0.8693 0.8577 0.8859 1.0036 00:05:31
Palkovskii 0.8680 0.8263 0.9222 1.0058 01:10:04
Glinos 0.8593 0.7933 0.9625 1.0169 00:23:13
Shrestha 0.8440 0.8378 0.8590 1.0070 69:51:15
R. Torrejón 0.8295 0.7690 0.9042 1.0027 00:00:42
Gross 0.8264 0.7662 0.9327 1.0251 00:03:00
Kong 0.8216 0.8074 0.8400 1.0030 00:05:26
Abnar 0.6722 0.6116 0.7733 1.0224 01:27:00
Alvi 0.6595 0.5506 0.9337 1.0711 00:04:57
Baseline 0.4219 0.3422 0.9293 1.2747 00:30:30
Gillam 0.2830 0.1684 0.8863 1.0000 00:00:55

plagiarism cases; (3) a novel algorithm for resolution of overlapping plagiarism
cases, based on comparison of competing plagiarism cases; (4) dynamic adjust-
ment of parameters according to the obfuscation type of plagiarism cases (sum-
mary vs. other types). Each of these improvements contributes to improve the
performance of the system.

In our future work, we plan to use linguistically motivated methods to ad-
dress possible paraphrase obfuscation [2] and test it on the P4P corpus.4 We also
plan to build a meta-classifier that would guess which obfuscation type of plagia-
rism case we deal with at each moment and dynamically adjust the parameters.
Finally, we plan to apply concept-based models for similarity and paraphrase
detection [10–12].
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